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Simplifying life, digitally.


We bring our digital products to life thanks to a signature framework we've been working on for over a decade.


What we provide to our partners


Plan & strategy
	Product management
	MVP definition
	Product strategy





Product design
	User experience
	User interface design
	Interaction design





Development
	Front-End Development
	Back-End Development
	Hybrid Apps Development








Overview


We are Untile.


We are a digital product agency founded in 2009, and built during the 2008 recession. We love challenges: it's in our history.

As we built this company, our own philosophy was honed: custom is best.

Everything we do is guided by a drive to optimize your processes, save you time and fix your problems.

We build software for humans.

We have worked with over 100 companies in 6 entirely different industries, crafting proven solutions with proven results.

Our team dives deep into your project and gets to know you. Your business, your team, your users.

Find out more about us



As we built our company, we also built the U-Framework: a signature methodology that brings robust digital products to life. We have applied it to countless projects, refining and perfecting it each time.


It works:
we know it, our clients know it, and we invite you to discover it.




	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	







	









Key industry players have chosen us to craft their products: from energetic startups looking to change their industries top-to-bottom to corporate giants doing business across continents. We listened to the clients needs, worked closely with them on their products, and made their lives simpler.

All of this from a small city in Portugal: Viana do Castelo. We are glad we work from here, and it helps us in what we do. It's a low-stress life that allows us to focus on our work and create products we can be proud of, like true craftspersons.









The U-Framework


It ́s a matter of method


We've been doing this for over a decade, relying on a framework fine-tuned over the years: the U-Framework.

In four steps we get to understand your product and business from top-to-bottom. Then, we will create the product you need.

Discover the framework






Sectors


Web3 Product Development


Web3 is an Internet that empowers individuals to take control of their digital lives. With Web3, you own your online experiences and creations thanks to cutting-edge technologies like AI and the metaverse. Unlike the traditional Internet, Web3 doesn't rely on centralized servers or gatekeepers, giving you true ownership over your digital assets.

At the core of Web3 product design are three principles: security, transparency, and decentralization. By leveraging the power of the blockchain stack, Untile is a leading Web3 development company that's changing the way people interact with the digital world. Our team is committed to using the latest technology to deliver Web3 solutions that put you in control and protect your data.

Discover more about web3


Our work

Want to know what have we been doing lately?

Cofidis
Goals
To develop a new user experience in personal credit simulations, improve mobile conversion and provide the brand with a more humane digital language.

What did we do
Research, strategy, user experience, visual concept, visual design and front-end development

2018www.cofidis.pt




Freshland
Goals
To develop a technologial solution to support farmers and connect them to the logistics chains in place until the final consumer. Make the purchase of vegetable products appealing and develop a digital graphical image that is disruptive in the sector.

What did we do
Research, strategy, user experience, visual concept and front-end development

2019




Staples
Goals
To improve the online purchasing experience and develop a digital graphical image that is more current and in line with the brand.

What did we do
Research, strategy, user experience, visual concept and visual design

2020www.staples.pt




Inesctec
Goals
Top develop a corporate website that is disruptive in its sector, fitting with the company`s brand and reflective of the teams entrepreneurial and innovative spirit, ensuring the centralization of publicly available information generated by countless pieces of software and systems that are used in the different fields of scientific research.

What did we do
Research, strategy, user experience, visual concept, visual design, front-end and back-end development

2017www.inesctec.pt




Sioslife
Goals
Research and development for Web and Mobile MVP prototype for the company`s new technological product.

What did we do
Research, user experience and front-end development

2020




Revigrés
Goals
To position Revigrés as the sector`s reference in the digital world and develop a new experience for the perusal and utilization of information and decision support.

What did we do
Research, strategy, user experience, visual concept, visual design, front-end and back-end development

2021www.revigres.pt




Arturai
Goals
To digitalise processes and create internal tools for formulation of contracts, usage monitoring and billing.

What did we do
Research, user experience, front-end and back-end development

2021




Cotec
Goals
To digitalise decision support tools and assessment of the digital maturity of businesses accessible to different user profiles.

What did we do
Research, user experience, visual concept, visual design, front-end and back-end development

2018www.tools.cotec.pt






Let's talk


Let's grab a (virtual) cup of coffee.


It's on us. Schedule your free consultation and let's talk about how we can help you.


First name

Last name


e-mail

More infoTell us something about what you expect to solve


I've read and accept the terms & conditions.

Send




No matter the challenge,
Untile rises to it.


No matter the problem,
Untile has the solution.


We transform businesses. We transform processes. We transform ideas.


We are Untile:
digitally, simplifying life.




Contacts


Want to start a new project or just say hello?


Pay us a visit

Viana do castelo, Portugal

Rua Manuel Espregueira, nº 172
4900-318 Viana do Castelo
Portugal

+351 258 834 112 [1]+351 965 069 062 [2]

View on mapsDownload VCard
[1]National landline call costs
[2]National mobile phone call costs



Want to say hi?
General inquiries
hello@untile.pt
Click to copy

Work with us
Want to collaborate?
business@untile.pt
Click to copy

Become a tile
Want to join us?
careers@untile.pt
Click to copy



Thank you for your interest.
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